october 2019
Remember: the next club meeting will be held
at St Rumon’s club, on Thursday 14th November.

No Grand Photo Competition

There were no entries this month so here’s a thrilling photo from visitor Peter Holdy of him
trying to shred Duncan’s glider with his running spikes!
Bring your photos to November’s meeting for your chance to inspire others to fly by having
your photo in the renowned KHPA calendar for 2020.

Chairmans Chat
Welcome back Tim and thank you for putting the bulletin together whilst recovering from Jet
Lag.
Not a bad month with some nice flying to be had in amongst some wet and wild weather. No
flying incidents that I know of so all well on that front.
Some good news on the sites front with various members getting involved at Vault Bay (see
article) which will hopefully help out in our relationship with the tenant Farmer and secure
the site for the foreseeable future, great effort.
Carbis Bay is back for a limited time as ownership changes are underway and several
members have managed to fly there over the past couple of weeks reminding us of just what
an excellent site it is. Sadly the message regarding access seems not to have got through to
all so just to clarify use the second gate on the left down from the entrance to Gonwin
Manor, this is the gate that we used in the past. Make sure you shut it properly with the
latch on top fully down. Do not climb over or through any fences and if in doubt give
someone a call to find out. Suggest that the site for the present time is members only to
minimise the risk to it.
As and when any more details regarding its future come about will update, but if anyone has
any information that may help please let us know.
So with winter now here we can look forward to the sea thermals coming back in strength
adding to the fun on the coast. It would be great to see the Hangy Boys make a special effort
to lift the winter XC Trophy one that we have had in the past and are in a pretty good
position to get again.
On a final note it was sad to read that Mich Barclay, an old standing member of the KHGA,
passed away. Those of you who knew Mich will remember him as one of those characters you
rarely come across as well as being an excellent pilot, so long Mich.
Phippsy

Communication
Just a reminder that the official club method
of communication is via email and the club
website. All members have registered email
address and this is the only way we can
guarantee that they have been sent
information. It is members responsibility to
check their emails and read them it is not
the clubs responsibility to ensure they have
received or read them.
Other methods such as Facebook, Telegram
are purely additional and should not be
relied on as not all members are on
Facebook or Telegram and not all that are
have notifications on all the time so the
chance of them getting “buried” in the other

chat is quite likely
Where information
primarily or exclusively pertains to KHPA
members it may well be that it is only sent
out by email for various reasons not least
that other methods are open to all to see.
Please ensure your email registered with the
club is up to date and that the KHPA is on
your contacts list to avoid you missing out,
oh and also that you do look at them.
If you know of any members who do not
receive emails please ask them to contact
the club to get sorted.
Thank you.

Perran to Vault and back (a little
bit)
Turning up at Perran Wyn was already
rigged and ready to go on his Hangy on
what looked like a nice autumn day. A
quick chat, suggesting it could be possible
to fly to Vault with the way the wind was
blowing and the sky was looking, and he
was off up and away having fun.
By the time I was rigged and ready the
clouds thinned a little but inland things still
looked pretty good. With a few mini wings
playing as well, the lift was consistent but
not overly inspiring from the thermalling
point of view. We chased bit of lift here
and there but nothing was solid enough to
tempt. Wyn nipped in for a landing, nicely
done, before popping back up again for
another go.
Slowly things began to improve and with a
bit of imagination a cloud street could be
made out coming in from out to sea.
Managing to work some height on the ridge
then drifting across as the first wisps met
the dunes, finally there was some solid
thermal to play with.
Wyn was
unfortunately at the Golf club end working
something there as I settled into a nice
little climb which, whilst not strong, had a
good feel to it.
Drifting back and letting Kaz know on the
radio, things were set and I was on my
way. The same thermal took me pretty
close to cloud base and with a good breeze
there was no rush to push on. A short
glide back to the A30 got me under a nice
cloud which formed part of a street running
nicely on track to the south coast. The lift

was predictable allowing me to top up at
will under the cloud and drop down a little
when things got misty by moving to the
sunny side.
Enjoying the view whilst
moving up and down a few hundred feet,
the countryside drifted by.
As the coast appeared it was plain that the
street went all the way so the only question
was what to do on arriving there. Deciding
not to land on the coast in the fields
relating to Vault Bay flying site in order not
to create any problems with the landowner,
I clocked a couple of nice looking fields a
little inland. With my previous experience
of arriving high at the coast and getting
spooked by the drift out to sea (although
that was on paragliders) I decided to glide
off, so arriving (hopefully) at a height
where I could
then glide back to my
selected fields nicely.
The plan worked, just, although having
turned on the coast the glide back inland
into the fresh headwind was only just
enough to make it into the field.
In
hindsight it would have been wiser to stay
at cloud base, not only increasing my
safety margin but also giving me a much
wider choice of landing options and
possibly a shorter trip home:)
A nice landing and all was well. Wyn, bless
his cotton socks, having just packed up
headed over and very kindly picked me up,
rounding off a lovely afternoon.
If you are interested in the route and the
thermals you can have a look by following
this link.
Phippsy

Walling away at Vault Bay
Well, despite the weather’s best efforts a number of club members got together and made a
couple of appearances at Vault Bay to carry out some much needed maintenance on the
hedges.
This was a result of a meeting to discuss the club’s future use of the site as reported
previously and where it was put forward as one way of showing our appreciation for the use
of the site both in the past and hopefully the future.
Day One: October 17th saw half a dozen members turn up not really knowing what to expect
other than something likely to be damp and muddy. With a little guidance from a local waller
and under the supervision of the landowner’s representative Dave R it was surprising how
quickly things got moving. Armed with a variety of tools and enthusiasm, stones were
recovered from fallen sections and sorted into shape and sizes, brambles were cleared and
loose sections demolished. Then after a demonstration by Mike the waller we pitched in
rebuilding the fallen sections.

There is a mixture of styles (now added to by a few more) and it is evident that various
people have had a go over the centuries with the KHPA being the latest. Still by the end of
day one we had two sections back up and even looking like they may well stay up, which I
think is fair to say was far more than we expected and certainly more than Dave R did:
Result!

Day two: Well more like afternoon two, saw us meet up at 12.00 and, with the front now
forecast to pass a little later, a damp start. However it was not as bad as we thought and
within an hour the skies began to clear and the wind veered giving plenty of shelter from the
hedge on “our side”. With several now “experienced” members back for more and several

newbies we split into two groups each focusing on different sections. One was vertical stones
and the other herring bone so we could take our pick as to which one suited our skills.

Tea break saw time to present Gary T with his medals, not for walling but for his performance
in the BCC last year, well done.

By 16.30 we were done, with another two (slightly larger than day one) sections up and
tidied, quite amazing. Whilst some headed home some headed to the pub to wash up before
having some celebratory drinks. A great effort and one that has resulted in some very
positive feedback from the landowners and tenant farmer who is currently away. On their
return in mid November we can, with a bit of luck, meet up and sort things for the future.
Well done to all involved : ))

